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Abstract:
This paper examines allomorph distribution in the locative of masculine and neuter nouns in
Polish. Locative allomorph distribution is opaque and is accounted for in terms of preserving
contrast. The key idea is that the different allomorphs of the locative suffix keep apart forms that
the regular phonology would otherwise neutralize. This contributes to the body of work on
morphological opacity and the role for paradigmatic contrast.
1.

Introduction

The study of allomorphy has received considerable attention in Optimality Theory (OT)
(Prince & Smolensky 1993). There is a research program in OT which accounts for allomorphy
in terms of the well-formedness of the output. Allomorph distribution has been shown to be
determined by phonological factors, such as stress (Antilla 1997, Drachman et. al 1995, Kager
1996, Mester 1994), syllable structure (Bonet 2004, Hargus & Tuttle 1997, ºubowicz et. al.
2006, Mascar\ 1996, McCarthy & Prince 1993, Prince & Smolensky 1993, Rubach & Booij
2001, Tranel 1996, 1998), and phonotactics (Antilla 2002, Bermddez-Otero forthcoming,
Oostendorp 1998, Yip 2004).1
Allomorphy that cannot be explained by the properties of the output (Kiparsky 1997,
Oostendorp 1998), which I will call opaque allomorphy, seemingly presents a problem for this
line of research. This article proposes a solution to opaque allomorphy in this research program
in terms of preserving contrast. For related approaches, see Gafos & Ralli (2002), Kenstowicz
(2005), Kurisu (1998), McCarthy (2005), Rebrus & Törkenczy (2005), Steriade (1997), (2000),
and Urbanczyk (1998), (1999).
This article investigates the role of contrast in allomorph selection. The case study is
locative allomorphy of masculine and neuter nouns in Polish (Feldstein 2001, Grzegorczykowa
et al. 1984, Gussmann 1980, Jaworski 1986, Rubach 1984, Szober 1969, among others). It is
argued that the distribution of the locative allomorphs is opaque and can be determined by
paradigmatic contrast. The key idea is that the different allomorphs of the locative suffix
preserve contrasts that would be otherwise neutralized on the surface due to palatalization. The
analysis is couched within the framework of Contrast Preservation Theory (ºubowicz 2003,
2004), which is extended to the area of allomorphy. This study contributes to our understanding
of morphological opacity and the role for contrast.2
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The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem. Section 3
introduces the framework. Section 4 presents the solution. Section 5 discusses typological
predictions of the proposal and compares it with alternatives. Finally, section 6 is the conclusion.
2.

Statement of the Problem

In Polish, there is a process of Coronal Palatalization (Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1984), by
which alveolars and dentals turn into prepalatals before front vowels (see Section 4). The
following are examples of palatalization before the locative singular suffix [-e]. Below, I
illustrate the alternations with the nominative singular and locative singular of masculine and
neuter nouns in Polish. For the purposes of the presentation of the argument, I do not indicate
final devoicing. I will be consistent with this throughout the paper.3
(1)

Coronal Palatalization: /t d n s z/ → [ƒ dï ½ Ñ ï]/_e
nominative sg.
locative sg.
t→ƒ
:
lis[t]
o liÑ[ƒ] + e
d → dï
:
obia[d]
o obie[dï] + e
n→½
:
ok[n] + o
o ok[½] + e
s→Ñ
:
bruda[s]
o bruda[Ñ] + e
z→ï
:
»obu[z]
o »obu[ï] + e

gloss
‘letter’
‘dinner’
‘window’
‘dirty man’
‘troublemaker’

Interestingly, underlying prepalatals take the back high vowel [–u] suffix in the locative and not
the front mid vowel [–e] suffix. Again, I show the examples in the nominative singular and the
locative singular of masculine and neuter nouns.
(2)

Original prepalatals
ƒ
dï
½
Ñ
ï

:
:
:
:
:

nominative sg.
liÑ[ƒ]
narz“[dï] + e
ko[½]
»oso[Ñ]
pa[ï]

locative sg.
o liÑ[ƒ] + u
o narz“[dï] + u
o ko[½] + u
o »oso[Ñ] + u
o pa[ï] + u

gloss
‘leaf’
‘tool’
‘horse’
‘salmon’
‘type of butterfly’

This is an example of opaque allomorphy. As shown in (1) and (2), there are two allomorphs for
the locative singular suffix, [-e] and [-u]. From the surface form alone, the selected allomorph
cannot be determined. The core observation is that the choice of the locative allomorph depends
on whether the prepalatal in stem final position is underlying or derived. Derived prepalatals, as
in (1), take the [-e] ending, while original prepalatals, as in (2), take the [-u] ending.4
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In this article, I will use the following transcription system: c – voiceless alveolar affricate, dz – voiced alveolar
affricate, Ó - voiceless postalveolar fricative, ñ - voiced postalveolar fricative, … - voiceless postalveolar affricate, dñ voiced postalveolar affricate, Ñ - voiceless prepalatal fricative, ï - voiced prepalatal fricative, ƒ - voiceless prepalatal
affricate, dï - voiced prepalatal affricate, and ½ - prepalatal nasal.
4
There are two other mappings that undergo coronal palatalization: r → ñ (rowe[r] ~ o rowe[ñ] + e ‘bicycle’), and w
→ l (ko[w] + o ~ o ko[l] + e ‘circle’). In both cases, the locative suffix is [-e], whereas the same segments present
underlyingly take the [-u] suffix, e.g. ryce[ñ] ~ ryce[ñ]+u ‘knight’, and po[l]+e ~ po[l]+u ‘field’.
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The main question is why original and derived prepalatals take different suffixes in the
locative. In an output-oriented approach to phonology, such as Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince
& Smolensky 1993), there should be no difference between underlying and derived prepalatals in
their choice of the allomorph. Since derived and underlying prepalatals are articulated in the
output in the same way (Wierzchowska 1971), they should select the same suffix in the locative.
In this paper, I will provide an explanation for why original and derived prepalatals take different
suffixes in the locative using the principle of contrast.
The key argument is that the allomorph distribution in the locative, [-e] vs. [-u], preserves
the original contrast between dentals/alveolars vs. prepalatals in stem final position, /list/ vs.
/liÑƒ/ map onto [liÑƒ + e] vs. [liÑƒ + u]. If both forms took the same suffix [-e], the contrast
between them would be neutralized on the surface due to palatalization, /list/ vs. /liÑƒ/ would
both map onto [liÑƒ + e]. To put it differently, the original contrast between alveolars/dentals vs.
prepalatals is preserved on the surface and manifested as a surface contrast in the choice of the
allomorph, [-e] vs. [-u], respectively. The original contrast in the quality of the stem-final
consonant is transformed into a surface contrast in the choice of the locative suffix.
An output-oriented approach to phonology, such as Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince &
Smolensky 1993), offers new insights into Polish declension pattern. In the next section, I will
introduce the framework.
3.

The Framework: Contrast Preservation Theory

Contrast plays an essential role in a number of phonological and morphological
processes. Some of the early works on contrast include Gussmann (1976), HualdJ (1990), Kaye
(1974, 1975), Kisseberth (1976), Martinet (1952), Trubetzkoy (1971), among others. More
recently, there has been a great deal of work on the role of contrast in OT. Contrast has been
used to account for phonological mappings (ºubowicz 2003, 2004, Tessier 2004), segmental
inventories (Flemming 1995, 1996, 2004, Padgett 1997, 2001), historical change (Ito & Mester
2004, to appear, Padgett 2003, Padgett & Zygis 2003), feature co-occurrence restrictions (Cote
2000), morphological processes (Crosswhite 1997/1999, Horwood 2001, Kurisu 1998, Steriade
2000), tonal and accentual phenomena (Alderete 2001), and stress-epenthesis interaction
(ºubowicz 2003).
This article investigates the role of contrast in allomorph selection. In the Polish locative,
the key claim is that the grammar maintains contrast between forms that the regular phonology
would otherwise neutralize. Specifically, forms that are distinct in the stem-final consonant in the
input take different suffixes in the locative and thus map onto distinct outputs. The analysis will
be couched within the framework of Contrast Preservation Theory (PC theory) (ºubowicz 2003).
In the rest of this section I describe the elements of PC theory. I first describe the candidate over
which contrast is evaluated and then discuss the constraints that evaluate contrast.
3.1

The Candidate

To evaluate contrast, a candidate is a set of input-output mappings, called a scenario
(ºubowicz 2003, cf. Flemming 1995, 1996, 2004, Padgett 1997, 2000, 2001, 2003, Tessier
2004). The key idea is that phonological mappings are not evaluated in isolation but in the
context of other mappings in the same system. This is different from standard OT (Prince &
Smolensky 1993), where mappings are evaluated in isolation. In OT, similar ideas are also
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present in models of output-output faithfulness (Benua 1997, Gouskova 2004) and in the
allomorphic model of Burzio (1998).
Below is the actual scenario in Polish over which contrast is evaluated. Forms that
contrast in the quality of the stem final consonant, li[st] vs. li[Ñƒ], take different suffixes in the
locative, [-e] vs. [-u], respectively. The contrasts are represented in bold font.
(3)

The actual scenario (cf. (1) and (2))
Input
Output
list, {+e, +u}
liÑƒ + e
liÑƒ, {+e, +u}

liÑƒ + u

In case of affix allomorphy, the inputs of the scenario consist of a set of stems and
allomorphs. The allomorphs are language-particular. In Polish, it is a set of two vowels {+e, +u}.
Thus, each stem has a choice between [-e] or [-u] in the locative. It is standard to assume that the
idiosyncratic allomorphs are listed in the lexicon. Since the choice of either [-e] or [-u] is
unpredictable from the surface form of the stem, allomorphs must be stored in the lexicon as a
set.
The input also contains stems to which allomorphs attach. In many accounts of contrast,
contrast is seen as homophony avoidance (Kisseberth & Abasheikh 1974), and thus stems have
to be the actual words of the language. But this presents a problem. When a stem does not have a
contrasting form, contrast cannot be evaluated. To avoid this problem, I will follow ºubowicz
(2003) and propose that input strings to which allomorphs attach are generated by the function
GEN, similar to GEN in Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995). GEN takes an input
string and emits a set of forms. The forms generated by GEN consist of any combination of
phonological properties P which are essentially any properties governed by standard faithfulness
constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993), such as height, place of articulation, voicing etc.5 Each
form from the set of input strings generated by GEN is paired up with the language-particular set
of allomorphs. These are the inputs of a scenario. This is represented below.
(4)

The inputs of a scenario
Gen(list, {+e, +u}) = list, {+e, +u}; liÑƒ, {+e, +u}; teÑƒ, {+e, +u} etc.

The output of a scenario is a subset of the input. There is nothing in the output that is not also in
the input. GEN pairs up each input with an output form.6
In effect, scenarios represent various mapping coexistence patterns. The scenario is a
candidate, and thus, the actual scenario is compared to other scenarios in the same candidate set.
Below are two competing scenarios in the Polish locative, the actual scenario and a contrast
neutralizing scenario.
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Length contrasts are not discussed here.
As pointed out by a reviewer, the claim that a linguistic analysis pertains to possible words of the language and not
the existing words is true of both ‘standard’ OT and rule-based treatments, and is not an innovation of PC theory.
6
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(5)

Scenarios in a candidate set
Scenario Actual
Output
[liÑƒ + e]
[liÑƒ + u]
Input

Contrast-neutralizing
[liÑƒ + e]

/list, {+e, +u}/ /liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ /list, {+e, +u}/ /liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/

The scenarios above differ on the set of outputs. In the actual scenario, contrast is preserved
between stems ending in dentals/alveolars vs. prepalatals, /list/ vs. /liÑƒ/ map onto [liÑƒ + e] vs.
[liÑƒ + u]. In the contrast-neutralizing scenario, stems ending in dentals/alveolars vs. prepalatals
are not distinguishable, /list/ vs. /liÑƒ/ both map onto [liÑƒ + e]. (There are other scenarios that
need to be considered. For a complete typology, see Section 5.)
Scenarios are submitted for evaluation to EVAL. The optimal scenario is chosen by the
constraints on contrast interacting with each other and with conflicting markedness constraints.
There are also constraints on recoverability (see Section 5 for discussion). In this model,
following previous work on allomorphy in OT, allomorph distribution is controlled by universal
and violable constraints but allomorphs themselves need to be stored in the lexicon. A major
contribution of this work is that the principle of contrast plays a crucial role in allomorph
selection.
3.2

Constraints on Contrast

In generative phonology, contrast is a derivative of the grammar but there is increasing
evidence that contrast exists as a separate principle in the grammar. There are various ways to
formalize contrast. This proposal is similar to Flemming (1995, 1996, 2004), Padgett (1997,
2000, 2001, 2003), and Tessier (2004), but different from Alderete (2001) and Horwood (2001)
who define contrast as anti-faithfulness constraints.
The core claim of this proposal is that contrast exists as an imperative in the phonological
system. In Optimality Theory, this is formulated as a family of rankable and violable constraints
on preserving contrasts, called PC constraints. They are defined as follows.
(6)

PC(P)
For each pair of inputs contrasting in P that map onto the same output in a scenario,
assign a violation mark. Formally, assign one mark for every pair of inputs, ina and inb, if
ina has P and inb lacks P, ina→outk, and inb→outk.
“If inputs are distinct in P, they need to remain distinct in the output (not necessarily in
P).”

The definition of what it means to contrast in P is given below.
(7)

Contrast in P
A pair of forms, ina and inb, contrast in P, when corresponding segments in those forms,
sega and segb, are such that sega has P and segb lacks P (same for outputs).
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PC constraints require that forms that contrast in phonological property P in the input contrast on
the surface in some way. PC constraints are like faithfulness constraints in that they evaluate two
levels of representation, inputs and corresponding outputs, but they are different in that they look
at pairs of inputs and outputs and not an individual input-output mapping.
Unlike standard faithfulness, PC constraints allow a given underlying contrast to be
realized as a different surface contrast. In the Polish locative, the underlying contrast in the
quality of the stem final consonant is manifested as a surface contrast in the quality of the
allomorph (see (3)).
Finally, as will be shown below, PC constraints together with other constraints can
determine which allomorph is selected in the output and in that respect resemble markedness
constraints. As discussed in Kager (1999), faithfulness constraints cannot determine allomorph
selection under the assumption that both allomorphs are present in the input.
4.

The Analysis

This section presents the analysis. I first present the core argument (4.1), followed by
allomorph distribution (4.2), the role of contrast (4.3), and the summary of the analysis (4.4).
4.1

Core Argument

As shown in Section 2, the front vowel allomorph [-e] causes palatalization of the
preceding consonant. This is referred to as Coronal Palatalization (Rubach 1984). According to
Coronal Palatalization, anterior consonants such as dentals and alveolars /s z t d n/ turn into
prepalatals [Ñ ï ƒ dï ½ ] before front vocoids [i], [e], and [j]. This is stated as follows:
(8)

Coronal Palatalization
[+anterior, +coronal] → prepalatal / ______ [-cons, -back]7

Examples are repeated below.
(9)

Coronal Palatalization (cf. (1))
nominative sg.
locative sg.
t→ƒ
:
lis[t]
d → dï
:
obia[d]
n→½
:
ok[n] + o
s→Ñ
:
bruda[s]
z→ï
:
»obu[z]

gloss
o liÑ[ƒ] + e
o obie[dï] + e
o ok[½] + e
o bruda[Ñ] + e
o »obu[ï] + e

‘letter’
‘dinner’
‘window’
‘dirty man’
‘troublemaker’

Palatalization is an example of assimilation, where the consonant takes on some of the
articulatory properties of the following vowel (see Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1981, 1984, 2003,
‚avar 2004, Kochetov 2001).

7

A more precise formulation given in Rubach (1984) is: [+anter, +coron, -del rel, ∝ obstr] → [-back, +distr, +high, anter, ∝ strid] / ____ [-cons, -back]. This excludes alveolar affricates and the lateral [l] from the input to
palatalization. Two other mappings that undergo Coronal Palatalization but are not discussed here are: /w r/ → [l ñ].
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Coronal Palatalization creates derived prepalatals. As reported in Ladefoged (1996): “The
sounds are produced with the body of the tongue in the front position. The tongue is tense and
the lips are spread. The air escapes through a very narrow channel made between the postalveolar region of the palate and the middle of the tongue”. For the study of prepalatals, see
Keating (1988), Styczek (1973), and Wierzchowska (1971), among others.
To account for palatalization, I propose that there exists a markedness constraint against
the sequence of an anterior coronal followed by a front vowel (*se, *ze, *te, etc.), called PAL.
As a result of palatalization, the contrast is neutralized between underlying and derived
prepalatals. I will refer to this contrast as a contrast in height.8 For palatalization to take place,
the markedness constraint PAL must outrank the constraint on preserving contrast between
underlying and derived prepalatals, called PC(high). The constraints and their ranking are given
below.
(10)

PAL
No anterior coronal followed by a front vowel.

(11)

PC(high)
For each pair of inputs contrasting in height that map onto the same output in a scenario,
assign a violation mark.
“If inputs are distinct in height, they need to remain distinct in the output.”

(12)

Palatalization ranking
PAL >> PC(high)

In effect, palatalization neutralizes the height contrast. This is represented in the following
tableau. I compare two scenarios, one without palatalization, the contrast-preserving scenario A,
and one with palatalization, the contrast-neutralizing scenario B. The forms are hypothetical and
are meant to illustrate the consequences of palatalization in a phonological system.
(13)

Palatalization neutralizes the height contrast
Scenarios
PAL PC(high)
A. Contrast-preserving /pas + e/ → pas + e *!
/paÑ + e/ → paÑ + e
B. Contrast-neutralizing /pas + e/ → paÑ + e
*
L
/paÑ + e/ → paÑ + e

The scenario which fails to palatalize, scenario A, is eliminated. It incurs a fatal violation of
PAL. The contrast-neutralizing scenario wins since it undergoes palatalization. With the opposite
ranking, PC(high) >> PAL, no palatalization would take place.
The key observation in this article, as described in Section 2, is that locative allomorphy
preserves the height contrast between derived and original prepalatals. This height contrast is
preserved on the surface despite palatalization and realized by different suffixes. As illustrated in
(1) and (2), underlying prepalatals take the [-e] allomorph while derived prepalatals take the [-u]
8

Rubach (1984) describes prepalatals as [+high, -back].
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allomorph. Thus, allomorphy preserves the contrast between underlying and derived prepalatals
despite palatalization. This is represented schematically below.
(14)

The role for allomorphy (cf. (3))
Input
Output
list, {+e, +u}
liÑƒ + e
liÑƒ, {+e, +u}

liÑƒ + u

The choice of the allomorph keeps apart forms that would be neutralized on the surface due to
palatalization. To put it differently, the original contrast in height, [list] vs. [liÑƒ], is manifested
as a surface contrast in the choice of the allomorph, [-e] vs. [-u].
Below I compare three scenarios: scenario A, in which both forms have the same
allomorph [-e]; scenario B, in which the two forms have different allomorphs, [-e] and [-u]; and
scenario C, which fails to palatalize.
(15)

Allomorphy preserves the contrast in height
Scenarios
PAL PC(high)
A. Contrast-neutralizing /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
*!
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
B. Contrast-preserving /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
L (=Actual)
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
C. Contrast-preserving /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e *!
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

Scenario A fails since it neutralizes the contrast in height. In this scenario, two distinct
underlying forms map onto the same output, and thus are not distinguished from one another.
Scenario C fails since it does not palatalize and thus incurs a fatal violation of PAL. Scenario B
is chosen as optimal since it palatalizes but also keeps apart the two distinct underlying forms. In
terms of constraints, scenario B satisfies both PAL and PC(high).
The constraint PC(high) is satisfied in Scenario B because the two inputs, [list] vs. [liÑƒ],
that contrast in the height of the stem-final consonant, [t] vs. [ƒ], contrast in the output in the
quality of the suffix vowel, [-e] vs. [-u]. As was discussed in Section 3, PC constraints allow for
contrast transformation where a given input contrast is manifested in the output in a different
way than in the input.
In summary, though palatalization can neutralize the height contrast (see tableau (13)),
the locative allomorphy preserves the height contrast, despite palatalization (see tableau (15)). In
effect, allomorphy keeps apart forms that the regular phonology would otherwise neutralize. In
Polish, allomorphy compensates for palatalization.
In addition to derived prepalatals, there exist underlying prepalatals in Polish. Consider
the following minimal pairs:
(16)

a. Underlying dental/alveolar
te[st]
‘test’
li[st]
‘letter’
ka[s] + a
‘register’

b. Underlying prepalatal
te[Ñƒ]
‘father in law’
li[Ñƒ]
‘leaf’
ka[Ñ] + a
‘Kate’
8

Since there are underlying prepalatals in Polish, it must be the case that the constraint on
preserving the contrast in height dominates the constraint against prepalatals, which I will call
*[+high, -back]. This is represented below.
(17)

*[+high, -back]
No prepalatals.

(18)

Prepalatals surface
PC(high) >> *[+high, -back]

According to the ranking above, underlying prepalatals are present in the output forms in Polish.
This is represented in the following tableau. I compare two scenarios, a contrast preserving
scenario, Scenario A, in which the underlying contrast in height is preserved in the output, and a
contrast-neutralizing scenario, Scenario B, where there are no prepalatals in the output.
(19)

Underlying prepalatals exist
Scenarios
PC(high) *[+high, -back]
A. Contrast-preserving /test/ → test
*
L
/teÑƒ/ → teÑƒ
B. Contrast-neutralizing /test/ → test *!
/teÑƒ/ → test

Scenario A, in which prepalatals surface, is the winner. It satisfies PC(high) at the expense of
segmental markedness. Scenario B is eliminated, since it neutralizes the contrast in height.
Altogether, the ranking is as follows:
(20)

PAL >> PC(high) >> *[+high, -back]

Underlying prepalatals exist but palatalization can neutralize the contrast in height. The key
argument is that allomorphy preserves the contrast in height despite palatalization.
4.2

Allomorph Distribution

In this section I further discuss allomorph distribution in Polish. The allomorphs in Polish
are in near complementary distribution. The front vowel allomorph [-e] also occurs after labials
and labio-dentals p, b, m, w, f, v. The back vowel allomorph [-u] occurs in addition after postalveolars Ó, ñ, …, dñ, the palatal j, velars k, g, x, alveolar affricates c, dz, and the lateral l. I will
refer to those two groups as front and back consonants.9
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This corresponds to Rubach’s (1984) classification as [+anterior] for front consonants and [-anterior] for back
consonants. The only exceptions are c,dz and l that are [+anterior] but pattern with back consonants. There is
evidence from Polish that c,dz pattern together with post-alveolars. For example, both condition the process of
vowel retraction. The patterning of l with [-anterior] might have to do with historical dark l. Thanks to an
anonymous reviewer for comments on this point.
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(21)

Front and back stems10
a. Front consonants (labials and labio-dentals)
nominative sg.
locative sg.
p → p’j
:
ch»o[p]
o ch»o[p’] + je
b → b’j
:
ara[b]
o ara[b’] + je
m → m’j
:
gra[m]
o gra[m’] + je
f → f’j
:
gra[f]
o gra[f’] + je
v → v’j
:
r\[v]
o ro[v’] + je

gloss
‘peasant’
‘Arab’
‘gram’
‘graph’
‘ditch’

b. Back consonants (post-alveolars, the palatal, velars, alveolar affricates and the lateral)
nominative sg.
locative sg.
gloss
Ó
:
ko[Ó]
o ko[Ó] + u
‘basket’
ñ
:
tale[ñ]
o tale[ñ] + u
‘plate’
…
:
kr\lewi[…]
o kr\lewi[…] + u
‘prince’
dñ
:
bry[dñ]
o bry[dñ] + u
‘bridge’
j
:
kra[j]
o kra[j] + u
‘country’
k
:
so[k]
o so[k] + u
‘juice’
g
:
r\[g]
o ro[g] + u
‘corner’
x
:
stra[x]
o stra[x] + u
‘fear’
c
:
ko[c]
o ko[c] + u
‘blanket’
dz
:
wi[dz]
o wi[dz] + u
‘viewer’
l
:
nauczycie[l]
o nauczycie[l] + u
‘teacher’
As shown above, consonants articulated in the front part of the oral cavity take the front vowel
allomorph [-e] (see (21a)). Consonants articulated in the back part of the oral cavity take the
back vowel allomorph [-u] (see (21b)).11
This is also true of borrowings. Front consonants take the [–e] suffix while back
consonants take the [–u] suffix.
(22)

Borrowings
nominative sg.
gadñe[t]
Harwar[d]
autobu[s]
trape[z]
badminto[n]

locative sg.
o gadñe[ƒ] + e
o Harwar[dï] + e
o autobu[Ñ] + e
o trape[ï] + e
o badminto[½] + e

10

gloss
‘gadget’
Harvard’
‘bus’
‘trapPze’ (French)
‘badminton’ (English)

Two other palatalizations are shown in (21a): Labio-Velar Palatalization and Surface Palatalization. Following
Rubach (1984), Labio-Velar Palatalization is formulated as: ∅ → j / [-coronal] ___ e. Surface Palatalization is
formulated as: [+cons] → [+high, -back] / ____ ([-seg]) [-cons, +high, -back].
11
Exceptions include three nouns that end in a bilabial or alveolar but can take either the [-u] ending: do[m] - o
do[m] + u, sy[n] – o sy[n] + u, pa[n] – o pa[n] + u, or the front [-e] ending. There are also a few masculine nouns
that pattern as feminine in the locative (not discussed here).
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nominative sg.
bry[dñ]
alkoho[l]
zam[Ó]
gara[ñ]
Nowy Jor[k]

locative sg.
o bry[dñ] + u
o alkoho[l] + u
o zam[Ó] + u
o gara[ñ] + u
o Nowym Jor[k] + u

‘bridge’ (English)
‘Alkohol’ (German)
‘S@misch’ (German)
‘garage’ (French)
‘New York’

Diachronically, Polish allomorphy in the locative has been argued to follow a distribution
where the so-called u-stems in Early Slavic take the [-u] ending and the so-called o-stems take
the [-e] ending (Lunt 2001, Szober 1969). It is also described in terms of hard and soft stems,
where stems ending in soft consonants take the [-u] ending. The term soft indicates consonants
that are synchronically soft, such as prepalatals, or used to be soft, such as post-alveolars. The
latter is referred to as “functionally soft” (Jaworski 1986, Szober 1969). Stems ending in hard
consonants take the [-e] ending.
As shown above, the allomorphs are in near complementary distribution. The front vowel
allomorph is preferred for front consonants and the back allomorph is preferred for back
consonants. To express this generalization, I will assume that [u] is preferred over [e] (*e >> *u)
but not after front consonants (*Front/u >> *e). The constraint *Front/u is a member of the
family of no linkage constraints proposed in Ito, Mester & Padgett (1995). The constraints and
their ranking are illustrated below.
(23)

*Front/u
No back vowels after front consonants.

(24)

Allomorph distribution
*Front/u >> *e >> *u

The ranking given in (24) is represented in the following tableaux. The tableau (25)
represents a stem ending in a back consonant, a post-alveolar, and it selects the back vowel
allomorph in the locative. The tableau (26) shows a stem ending in a front consonant, a labial,
and it selects the front vowel allomorph in the locative.
(25)

Back consonants select [-u]
/taleñ, {+u, +e}/ *Front/u *e *u
L a. taleñ + u
*
*!
b. taleñ + e

(26)

Front consonants select [-e]12
/graf, {+u, +e}/ *Front/u *e *u
a. graf + u
*!
*
L b. graf’ + je
*

12

The presence of ‘j’ in candidate (b) is due to a regular phonological process in Polish, called Labio-Velar
Palatalization (see Rubach 1984).
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In effect, back consonants select the back allomorph (see (25)) while front consonants select the
front allomorph (see (26)).
This preference is only active in allomorph selection. Both sequences surface when
underlying. Kager (1996) refers to this type of markedness as morphological markedness in
contrast to phonological markedness.
(27)

Underlying sequences of Front/u
[du]x
‘ghost’
[pu]zon
‘trombone’
[nu]rek
‘diver’
[su]pe»
‘knot’

To ensure that there are words in Polish with a front consonant followed by a back vowel,
preserving the contrast in vowel quality, PC(high)/PC(back)/PC(round), is more important than
avoiding back vowels after front consonants, *Front/u. The constraints on preserving contrast in
vowel quality are members of a family of PC constraints defined in Section 3. They are
formulated under the assumption that vowels in Polish can be defined in terms of height,
backness and rounding (Rubach 1984). The ranking is given below.
(28)

PC(high), PC(back), PC(round) >> *Front/u

I will compare two existing forms of Polish, [dux] ‘ghost’ vs. [dex] ‘breath’. The relevant tableau
is given below.
(29)

Underlying Front/u sequences surface
Scenarios
PC(high) PC(back) PC(round) *Front/u
A. Contrast-preserving /dux/ → dux
*
L
/dex/ → dex
B. Contrast-neutralizing /dux/ → dex *
*
*!
/dex/ → dex

The constraints against neutralizing the contrast between vowels of different height, backness,
and rounding select the scenario where the contrast is preserved, scenario A. Scenario B violates
the PC constraints.13
This is an example of “the emergence of the unmarked” or TETU effects (McCarthy &
Prince 1994). The markedness constraints guiding allomorph selection are not otherwise active
in the language since they are dominated by conflicting faithfulness (in my account, by PC
constraints). They become active in allomorph selection since allomorphs are listed in the
lexicon and are not governed by faithfulness constraints. For discussion of “the emergence of the
unmarked” in allomorph selection, see Kager (1999), McCarthy (2004), among others.

13

As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, a permuted scenario is possible where the outputs are the same as in
the actual scenario but they correspond to different inputs. For a discussion, see Section 5.
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4.3

The Role for Contrast

Given the palatalization facts and the articulation of prepalatals, I assume that prepalatals
followed by [-e] are unmarked. The argument for this is two-fold. First, the sequence of a
prepalatal followed by a front vowel is the output of palatalization. It has been shown that a
phonological process in OT must lead to a decrease in markedness (see Moreton 1996/1999). In
addition, prepalatals are articulatorily similar to a front vowel, as the tongue body in the
articulation of prepalatals is moved forward (see Ladefoged 1996, Rubach 1984: 24 via
Wierzchowska pc.). Because of the position of the tongue body, prepalatals are described as [back]. Given this evidence, the allomorph [-u] after original prepalatals is unexpected. The
tableaux below show that, under the constraint ranking established so far, both derived and
underlying prepalatals should select the same allomorph.14
(30)

Derived prepalatals
/list, {+u, +e}/ *Front/u *e *u
a. list + u
*!
*
L b. liÑƒ + e
*

(31)

Underlying prepalatals – wrong result
/liÑƒ, {+u, +e}/ *Front/u *e *u
7 a. liÑƒ + u
*!
*
*
b. liÑƒ + e

As shown above, while derived prepalatals select the unmarked allomorph (see (30)), underlying
prepalatals present a problem (see (31)). The winning mapping /liÑƒ/ → [liÑƒ + e] is not the actual
mapping in Polish.
To ensure that derived and original prepalatals select different allomorphs, the constraint
on contrast must compel the marked allomorph. Formally, the constraint on preserving contrast
in height, PC(high), must outrank the markedness constraint against the marked allomorph,
which in my analysis is *Front/u. This is illustrated below. The tableau compares two scenarios,
a contrast-preserving scenario, scenario A, and a contrast-neutralizing scenario, scenario B.
(32)

The role of contrast
Scenarios
PC(high) *Front/u
A. Contrast-preserving /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
*
L
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
B. Contrast-neutralizing /list, (+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e *!
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

Scenario A wins since it preserves the contrast between derived and original prepalatals by the
choice of a different allomorph. Stems that end in a prepalatal in the input as opposed to the ones
where the prepalatal is derived select different allomorphs. Scenario B loses since it neutralizes

14

“Front” in my account includes prepalatals.
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the contrast in height, even though it chooses the less marked allomorph. Thus, the marked
allomorph retains the contrast between the two sets of pre-palatals.
4.4

Summary

In summary, palatalization takes place but allomorphy preserves the contrast in height
despite palatalization. Contrast preservation and the need to palatalize compel the marked
allomorph after underlying prepalatals. This is illustrated in the following tableau.
(33)

Summary tableau
Scenarios
PAL PC(high) *Front/u
A. Contrast-neutralizing /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
*!
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
B. Contrast-preserving /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
*
L (=Actual)
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
C. Contrast-preserving /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e *!
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

Scenario B wins since it preserves the contrast in height and palatalizes. In terms of constraints,
it satisfies both PAL and PC(high). Scenario A loses since it neutralizes the contrast in height,
thus violating PC(high). Scenario C loses since it fails to palatalize, thus violating PAL.
The ranking established so far is given below. This is followed by the ranking arguments.
(34)

Ranking established so far
PAL
PC(back)
*Front/u

PC(round)

PC(high)
*[+high, -back]

*e
*u

14

(35)

Ranking arguments
Ranking

Argument

PAL >> PC(high)

Palatalization neutralizes the height contrast.

PC(high) >> *[+high, - back]

Underlying prepalatals are acceptable.

*Front/u >> *e >> *u

Allomorphs are in complementary distribution.

PC(high) >> *Front/u

Contrast compels the marked allomorph.

PC(back/round/high) >> *Front/u Underlying Front/u sequences are acceptable.
The key idea is that by different allomorphs in the locative for derived and underlying
prepalatals, palatalization is non-neutralizing. The contrast in height is preserved despite
palatalization.
5.

Predictions and Comparison with Previous Approaches

In this section I discuss predictions of the contrast approach to allomorphy. I first discuss
other logical scenarios in the Polish locative (5.1), and then compare the predictions of the
contrast account with alternative approaches to allomorphy (5.2).
5.1

Other Scenarios

In PC theory, a candidate is a scenario. In the actual scenario, derived prepalatals take the
[-e] allomorph while underlying prepalatals take the [-u] allomorph. But there are other scenarios
that need to be considered. We need to ensure that under our analysis the actual scenario wins
over other possibilities. Formally, considering the two inputs, /list/ vs. /liÑƒ/, and the two
allomorphs {+e, +u}, there are 16 logical scenarios to consider. These are shown below. The
actual scenario is number (1) and is represented in a bold box. I divide the scenarios into
contrast-preserving and contrast-neutralizing.
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(36)

Logical scenarios
Contrast-preserving scenarios
1. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
2. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
3. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
4. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
5. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
6. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + e

Contrast-neutralizing scenarios
7. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e 15. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
8. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u 16. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
The scenarios represent various mapping coexistence patterns. They have the same inputs but
differ on the set of outputs (compare (1) and (7)) and/or input-output relations (compare (1) and
(9)). Scenario (1) is the actual scenario in Polish where the two inputs take different allomorphs.
Scenario (7), on the other hand, represents a language where both inputs take the same allomorph
[-e].15
Some scenarios are eliminated, given the constraint ranking established so far. Any
scenario that does not palatalize is ruled out. This rules out scenarios (4)-(6), (12)-(14), and (15).
Also, any scenario that neutralizes the height contrast is ruled out. That rules out scenarios (7),
(8), (15), and (16). These are the shaded scenarios. We are left with 6 scenarios to consider. The
remaining contrast-preserving scenarios are given below.

15

As will be shown at the end of this section, some of the logically-possible scenarios represented in (36) are
harmonically-bounded and will never win, given the constraint inventory postulated in this work.
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(37)

Remaining contrast-preserving scenarios
1. Actual /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e 9.
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
2.
/list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u 10.
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
3.
/list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u 11.
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u

/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → list + u

All the scenarios given above satisfy PAL and PC(high). They differ, however, on how contrast
is actually preserved.
Contrast-preserving scenarios (2), (3), (10), and (11) differ from the actual scenario on
the set of outputs. While the actual scenario contains a prepalatal followed by the back vowel [u],
the other four scenarios contain an alveolar followed by [u]. It has been shown that allomorphs in
the locative are distributed on the front-back dimension where front consonants take the front
allomorph and back consonants take the back allomorph. This fact is expressed by a contextual
markedness constraint *Front/u. The difference between the actual scenario and the other
competing scenarios above argues that consonants which are classified as front, such as alveolars
and prepalatals, need to be further differentiated. In this case, I propose that the contextual
markedness constraint *Front/u is divided into *Alveolar/u and *Prepalatal/u, where *Alveolar/u
dominates *Prepalatal/u. It is worse for the alveolar consonant to be followed by [u] than for the
prepalatal. The alveolar is more front than the prepalatal and thus more different in place of
articulation from the back vowel. The ranking is given below:
(38)

The scale of “frontness”
*Alveolar/u >> *Prepalatal/u16

The consequence of this ranking is that the Alveolar/u sequence is less optimal than the sequence
of Prepalatal/u. This is illustrated below. I compare the actual scenario to a competing scenario
with a more marked output.
(39)

The role for markedness
A. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
L /liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
B. /list, {+e, +u}/ → list + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

PAL PC(high) *Alveolar/u *Prepalatal/u
*
*!

The actual scenario, scenario A, wins since it contains a less marked output.
We are now left with one more scenario to consider. This is scenario (9), which has the
same set of outputs as the optimal scenario but the outputs are permuted. The permuted scenario
is recalled below. It is represented alongside the actual scenario.
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An alternative would be to have a specific constraint *Alveolar/u outranking *Front/u.
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(40)

Permuted Scenario
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

(41)

Actual Scenario
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u

Both scenarios satisfy markedness and contrast equally. They have the same outputs but these
outputs correspond to different inputs. In terms of constraints, there is a tie between the permuted
scenario and the actual scenario. The tie is represented in the following tableau.
(42)

A tie between scenarios
Scenarios
PAL PC(high) *Front/u
A. Permuted /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
*
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
B. Actual
*
/list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u

Both candidates satisfy PAL and PC(high). They also both incur a violation of *Front/u since
they each contain an output where a prepalatal consonant is followed by the back vowel.
To break the tie, I propose a constraint on the recoverability of input contrasts from the
way contrasts are represented in the output. Such a constraint demands that the input contrast in
P be retained in the output in the same direction as in the input. In Polish, this constraint
demands that the higher the stem-final consonant, the higher the suffix. The constraint is defined
below.
(43)

RECOVER(P)
Let ina and inb contrast in P,
Let outa and outb contrast in P’, where inaℜouta and inbℜoutb,
If ina has P and inb lacks P, then outa has P’ and outb lacks P’, and vice-versa.
“The input contrast in P needs to be preserved in the output in the same direction.”

In Polish, the input height contrast needs to be read off from the output distribution of the
allomorphs. This constraint demands that the higher the input stem-final consonant, the higher
the suffix. This is formulated below.17
(44)

RECOVER (high)
“The input contrast in height needs to be preserved in the output in the same direction.”

17

Following ºubowicz (2003), I will assume that recoverability constraints belong to the second stage of EVAL after
PC and markedness apply. This is not crucial for the above analysis, and thus is not further discussed here.
Irrespective of its ranking, recoverability breaks the tie between the two scenarios.
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(45)

The role of RECOVER
A. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e
L /liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
B. /list, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + u
/liÑƒ, {+e, +u}/ → liÑƒ + e

PAL PC(high) *Alv/u *Prepal/u RECOVER(high)
*
*

*!

Scenario B loses since in this scenario the height contrast is permuted.
It is important to note that some of the logically-possible scenarios in (36) will never win
given the constraint inventory. This is because they incur a superset of violation marks of other
scenarios in the same candidate set. Such scenarios are called harmonically-bounded. For
example, scenario (9) is harmonically-bounded by the actual scenario, scenario (1), given the
constraint on recoverability. Similarly, scenario (6) is harmonically-bounded by scenario (1).
Scenario (6) incurs the same violation marks as scenario (1) but in addition violates a constraint
on palatalization.
The ranking is summarized below.
(46)

Full ranking
PAL
PC(back)
*Alveolar/u

PC(round)

PC(high)
*[+high, -back]

*Prepalatal/u
*e
*u
Second stage of Eval: RECOVER(high)
Under this proposal, allomorph distribution follows from the principle of contrast and
morphological markedness. The constraint on contrast, PC(high), together with a markedness
constraint, PAL, force original prepalatals to take a different allomorph than underlying
prepalatals. In consequence, allomorphy retains distinctions that would otherwise be neutralized
in the output.
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5.2

Comparison with Other Approaches

In the account of allomorphy formulated in this article, contrast in addition to markedness
determines allomorph distribution. Thus, in PC theory, the constraint on preserving contrast
between dentals/alveolars vs. prepalatals, PC(high), together with the constraint that results in
palatalization, PAL, provide an explanation for allomorph distribution. Through the use of
contrast as an imperative in a phonological system, PC theory predicts the kinds of allomorphy
that are not admitted by other approaches. In what follows, I will compare the predictions of PC
theory to markedness-only approaches to allomorphy and to subcategorization approaches.
In markedness-only approaches (see refs. in Section 1), allomorphs are distributed based
on the properties of the output alone. Thus, output well-formedness is the only criterion by which
allomorph distribution is determined. In terms of constraints, allomorph distribution is accounted
for only by markedness constraints. As was explained in the introduction, markedness-only
approaches fail to explain allomorphy that is determined by factors other than output wellformedness. Unlike markedness-only approaches, in PC theory, contrast in addition to
markedness determines allomorph distribution. Thus, PC theory admits cases of opaque
allomorphy which cannot be accounted for in markedness-only terms. Polish locative is an
example of this kind of allomorphy. In addition, PC theory predicts the kinds of allomorphy that
are predicted by markedness-only approaches since markedness is also present in allomorph
selection in this framework.
In a subcategorization approach (Booij & Lieber 1993, Paster 2005), allomorph
distribution is accounted for by rules that refer to the properties of the input. This is a very
different approach from the research program developed in this article. In a subcategorization
approach, there are no limits on what is a possible rule and thus there are no limits on what is a
possible kind of allomorphy. Unlike the subcategorization approach, PC theory developed in this
article is significantly more restrictive. In PC, there are restrictions on the possible distribution of
allomorphs since these patterns should fall out from universal constraints on markedness and
contrast.
In summary, PC theory can compel allomorphy in cases where allomorphy is unexpected
based on the well-formedness of the output (as in markedness-only approaches) or based on the
properties of the input (as in the subcategorization approach). PC theory can also block
allomorphy in cases where allomorphy is expected based on the well-formedness of the output
(as in markedness-only approaches) or based on the properties of the input (as in the
subcategorization approach). Finally, PC theory gives an account of opaque allomorphy within
the framework of parallel OT. No special mechanism is required to account for opaque
allomorphy since in this approach contrast is an inherent property of the grammar.
6.

Conclusion

In this article, I have accounted for Polish allomorphy in the locative of masculine and
neuter nouns. I have shown that locative allomorph distribution is opaque and can be accounted
for in terms of preserving contrast.
A formal account of contrast preservation in the case of affix allomorphy has been
proposed. The key idea is that the different allomorphs of the locative suffix keep apart forms
that the regular phonology would otherwise neutralize. Under this proposal, allomorph
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distribution follows from the principle of contrast and markedness. Predictions of this account
have been compared to previous approaches and found to be superior in several respects.
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